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The Age of Anger: A History of the Present, by Pankaj Mishra, traces the current unrest in the world to a
Nietzschean ressentiment (the morality of the defeated which gets twisted into a destructive, transformative
force) that he thinks has been festering since many countries moved to an industrialized economy.
Community Reviews. Describing what he calls a "global civil war," Mishra in Age of Anger describes more
than 200 years of rhetorical, even bloody conflict between two conflicting worldviews: The Enlightenment
modernism of Voltaire and his ideological descendants, and the reactionary nationalism of Rousseau and his.
Age of Anger: A History of the Present is a 2017 nonfiction book by Indian author Pankaj Mishra. Mishra
accounts for the resurgence of reactionary and right-wing political movements in the late 2010s.
AGE OF ANGER A History of the Present By Pankaj Mishra 406 pp. Farrar, Straus & Giroux. $27.. Across the
world, a spirit of anarchy is in bloom — an aimless desire to smash the liberal order ...
Mishra’s Age of Anger: A History of the Present is a dense collection of global attitudes and ideology over the
past few centuries. Mishra takes a microscope to the ideas that began in the late ...
Age of Anger by Pankaj Mishra review – globalisation is rebounding on us. Mishra looks to the history of ideas
for an explanation, spending many chapters tracing a line of thought from Rousseau through the Romantics and
the Russian nihilists to D’Annunzio and the anti-intellectual revolt of the fin de siècle and the early 20th century.
Age of Anger is a short book into which a lot of intellectual history has been packed. Apart from Rousseau and
a few other major figures such as Nietzsche, Mishra writes, he has chosen to focus on ...
The Age of Anger by Pankaj Mishra – review. The 18th-century philosophers Voltaire and Rousseau may have
hated each other, but their tombs are in the crypt of the Left Bank’s Panthéon in Paris. There’s a statue of a
smiling Voltaire, while Rousseau’s tomb is decorated with a hand bearing a torch.
Age of Anger: A History of the Present User Review - Publishers Weekly. In an impressively probing and
timely work, Mishra, a novelist and cultural critic (A Great Clamour), illuminates intellectual patterns from the
past 200 years that help explain our volatile present ...
Age of Anger: A History of the Present (2017) ISBN 9780374274788; Book Chapters. Kashmir: The Case for
Freedom (2011) Edited books. India in Mind, edited by Pankaj Mishra (2005) Essays and reporting. Mishra,
Pankaj (June 28, 2007). "Impasse in India". The New York Review of Books. 54 (11): 48–51. Reviews
Nussbaum, Martha. The ...
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